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The paper describes a model for computer recognItIOn of vowel sounds uttered by a number of 
speakers in CNC context using first three formants (Fl, F, and F.) as acoustic fealures. The 
formants are extracted through spectrum analysis carried over a large number of Telugu (one of the 
major Indian Languages) words. The distribution of the samples are studied and the boundaries 
among vowel classes are seen to be fuzzy. The prototype vectors for each of the categories are 
chosen from this formant space. 

The method uses a single pattern training procedure for self-supervised learning and maximum value 
of fuzzy membership function is the basis of recognition. The fuzzy membership value is considered 
to be a function of weighted Euclidean distance where the reciprocal of standard de\·iation of the 
features is used as a weighting coefficient. The algori~.!lm with selected representative points with a 
number of guard zones which are ellipsoidal in the three-dimensional feature space around the 
representative vectors of the classes is taken as a supervisor. The dimensions of the different guard 
zones sele::ted for investigations are 1st. 1/2th, 1/4th, 1/6th and 1/8th part of the variances of the 
vowel categories. An optimum zone for self-supervised learning is found to correspond to 1/2th 
pan of the class variances beyond which the machine loses its efficiency. A comparison with a 
nonadaptive recognition system has also been included. 

1.	 INTRODUCTION decision during the system's operation. The decision 
in the process is based on the information learned

The problem of sp::ech recognition involves multi  (estimated) and obtained from the observed patterns
level decision processesl-JO ranging from recognition and if the information learned gradually approaches
of vowel, consonant, isolated word by a single speaker the true information, then the decision will eventually
and limited vocabulary system for a few trained approach the optimal decision as if all the desired
speakers to connected speech recognition system with information of each pattern class is known. There
unlimited vocabulary fOi· large number of speakers fore the performance of the system in classifying a
and spe::ch und~rstanding systems Z'". Since speech pattern during the system's operation is gradually
is a pattern of biological origin and carries informa improved.
tion regarding the message, the ~peaker, his health 
and mood, it is found to a considerable extent to be 

The present paper confines itself to demonstratefuzzy in nature. There exists no precise boundary 
the adaptive efficieI~cy of a system in self-superviseddue to inherent vagueness (fuzziness) rather than 
recognition method with vowel sounds in CNCrandomness in the patterns. Again, since the con
(Consonant - Vowel Nucleus _. Consonant) contextditional densities of classes ar not known and only 
starting with arbi trary representa tive vectors di Iferent a small number of design samples are available, a 
from true representatives of the population. Theclassifier based on similarity or dissimilarity measures 
test set contains about 900 utterances constituting awithin the framework of fuzzy language theory 'z 
three dimensional vector space. For self.supervisedappears to be suitable to their recognition 13-1'. Of 
learning, different guard zones were selected whosecourse, both the stochastic and fuzzy techniques of 
semiaxes are represented by the Ol\.) th (A.- = theclassification can be derived from the two	 probabili 
zone controlling parameter = 1,2112,2, 6' /z, 81 / 

Z
) partstic concepts, namely, statistical independence of. the respective standard deviations initia lIy selected (stochastic) and logical implication (fuzzy) 16'17 

Ior each of the vowel classes.. Similarity measure inZadeh'S proposed a probabilistic measure over the 
the classifier is bas·ed- on 'the fuzzy membership value.fuzzy events where the probability of a fuzzy event is 
The '-results obtained by optimum guard. zone areequal to the expected value of its membership func

tion. ' ;()J ::.,,'; ,'0:: .;' ,'. ,. ":. ":. com pared with those of the fully-supervised and 
_ .. J.:"'" . '... ~.i.'J j~ - _ Q >J: .~.~~;,,_~ l~ •• n2:aadap~.ive"r~pp'gIjik!on,m.eth0ds.~ .G~neral purpose 

,_ :Learn~ng is 'a prQ9~s:j>, iwhich j,QlP!O,V~~ ~Qe ,~yst~m:~ ,pfgitaV .colTIPtlc~eI,';i(I:ione'yw~11:. ~~O" \Y~~ .~lled dpf 
performance by acquiring necessary information for analysis. 
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2.	 THE MODEL OF VOWEL RECOGNITION 
SCHEME 

Pattern recognition is considered as a process of 
decision making in which a new input is decided to 
be a member of a particular group by the comparison 
of its attributes with those of previously known 
members of that class. The present study of vowel 
recognition covers the following aspects: 

a) The recognition process is based on adaptive 
classification technique!>. 

b) The behaviour of the model when the repre
sentative vectors for each of the ca tegories are not the 
mean vectors. 

c) There is no higher level of supervisor based on 
different SOurces of knowledge like linguistic, 
semantic, syntactic constraints and 

d) The supervision programme is based on the 
inherent properties of the features which may lead 
to an improvement over the nonsupervised and non
adaptive recognition schemes. 

The Telugu vowel patterns (I d I, I a/. Iii, li:1 , lu/,
lu:1 , lei, le:/ ,101 and Ie:!) are selected in a CNC 
combination, as the vowel qualities are considerably 
influenced in connected speech by the adjoining con
sonar.ts. All these spe~ch samples are recorded by 
five adult male speakers on an AKAI tape recorder. 
From these five informants three denoted X, Y, Z 
are chosen on the basis of listening experiments based 
on the opinion of ten lis!eners. The frequency ana
lysis is done on a Kay Sonagraph model 7029 A. 
The first three formants are taken at the steady state 
of the first nuclear positions. Out of 871 samples, the 
third formant for 384 samples is not clearly located. 
For these vowels, the average value of the third 
formant for that vowel corresponding to the particu
lar speaker is taken, The measured value of the 
three features F l, F. and Fa is thought to constitute 
a three dimensional feature space O~. The significant 
information available about the event thus could be 
expressect as a three-dimemional feature vector, 
X = (F F2, Fa), X f Ox' The coordinates of X 

" would have numerical values indicating the amount 
of each property of the event. 

All the features of a particular sample point re
presented by the different coordinate directions are 
not equally significant in defining the characteristics 
of a class to which like events belong, it is reasonable 
to assume that the features with larger variation is 
less characteristic in nature. Therefore in measuring 
closeness or similarity, lower weight is to be given 
to features having large variations. In the present 
experiment, the features with increasing variance 
have been weighted with decreasing values of a 
"feature weighting" coefficient, Wn , n = I, 2,3 and 
standard deviation of the formants as weighting 
coefficients were studied. 

Of the ten Telugu vowels, long and short catego
ries, viz., Ii, i:/. lu, u:/, Ie, e:1 and 10, 0:/ were found 

to differ from one another mainly in duration but 
phonetically they are not distinctively different. 
Wi th this background, the number 0 f pattern classes 
to be recognised is reduced to six, namely, / d I, 
la:/, /11, lUI, lEI and /01 which are phonetically 
different from one another. Therefore, lhe above 
designed feature space could be viewed to be consti 
tuted by various pattern classes C t , C2, C3s and CS1 

and C~s and C41 and CSs and CS1 and C6S and C61 
where subscripts sand 1 stand for shorter and longer 
categories. Through classification, this three-di
mensional feature space is to be divided into such 
regions which contain vowels differing only in phone
tic features. Some of these regions would contain 
two subregions, one for the short vowels another for 
t he longer ones. 

The next task before classification is, obviously, 
the selection of reference vectors or "prototypes" 
deno1.ing the representative points of each class. 
Now we are interested here in studying the recogni
tion of vowel sounds on adaptive classification basis 
with the nonappropriate prototype vectors represent
ing the classes. A part of the investigations in the 
above line has already been reported 19 using non-adap. 
tive, supervised and nonsupervised procedures where 
the prototype points and corresponding weighting co
efficients of a specified class were 0 btained from five 
utterances of a single speaker (Z) selected randomly 
from each of the categories. In the present experiment 
the representative vector of a vowel class was chosen 
just outside the boundary of an ellipsoid having the 
three axes equal to the respective standard deviations 
of the features and mean of the class as the centre. 
This is explained in figure I wht:re <. > denotes 
estimated value. The standard deviations for defin
ing weighting coefficients corresponding to these 
representative points were obtained from a specified 
training set of samples selected randomly from the 
classes. 
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Selection of Representative Vectors
 

A supervisory scheme is proposed for self-super
vised learning of the recognition model Where dif
ferent zonal boundaries as shown in fig. I by dotted 
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ellipses are described around the selected representa
tive points. The three semiaxes of the various 
guard zones are respectively chosen to be (l j /\)th 
(/\ = I, 2'/s, 2, 6'/ 2 and 8' 12) part of the correspond ing 
standard deviations obtained from the training set 
of samples. The object of the supervisory program
me is to check the decision of the classifier and 
inhibit the updating procedure if and only if the 
sample representing the utterance falls outside the 
ruard zones. Otherwise the decision of the classifier 
is accepted to be correct and the representative and 
the weight vector of the recognised class are modified 
with the addition of the new input pattern before the 
new input sample is allowed to enter into the system. 

The last and final task of pattern recognition 
system is classification by a suitable classifier, whose 
function is to examine a maximum similarity between 
the reference vectors of a class and a new input 
vector. For {he vowel classes JII, JUI, lEI and 101, 
the closeness is measured separately for both the 
shorter and longer subgroups, and input pattern is 
assigned to a class which is associated with maxi· 
mum similarity for either of the subgroups. A suita
ble classifier based on "maximum fuzzy membership 
function" along with the learning algorithm is des
cribed in the subsequent sections. 

3. DECISION RULE AND LEARNING ALGORITHM 

Consider an N-dimensional feature vector space 
O~ containing m ill-defined pattern classes to be reco
gnised with defined set of N-dimensional prototypes 
R I , R 2, R 3 .. ·R j , .• Rm such that 

R/I) c. R j 

1= 1. 2, ... hj, h j is the number of reference vector in 
set R i . 

3.1. Fuzzy Membership Function: 

A class of events Xl> x., ... Xn in the universe of dis
course U is defined as a Fuzzy set (A), if their transi
tion from membership to nonmembership is con
tinuous rather than abrupt. Xl> X2, ... Xn represent the 
supports of A at which the value of membership 
function /LA (x) characterising the grade of member
ship of x in A is positive ranging between zero and 
one. A fuzzy set A with its finite number of supports 
could therefore be viewed as 

A= {fLA(Xj), Xi ) 

where fLA( Xi) being the grade of membership of 
Xi in A denotes the degree to which an event Xi may 
be a member of or belong to A and as it approaches 
to unity, the grade of membership of Xi in A becomes 
higher. For example !J'A( Xi) = I indicates strictly 
the containment of the event Xi in A and if Xj on the 
other hand does not belong to A, /LA(Xj) = O. Any 
intermediate value would represent the degree upto 
which Xj could be a member of A. 

The decision of the classifier for the purpose of 
recognition of an \lnknown pa Hern X =[ Xh X2, ••• 

xn, ... XN] is based on the magnitude of the fuzzy 
membership function corresponding to jth (j = 1, 
2, ... m) class: 

/Lj (X)=[ I + { d (}d R j
) } Fe ]-1 ... (1) 

where Fe is the exponential fuzzifier, 
Fd is the denominational fuzzifier, 

and d eX, Rj)=m,in IIX - R}Il!l 

IlX _ R(I) /I = [ 2: ( Xn - Xjn(/))2]0'S 
l n (I) 

ajn ' 

denotes the ..",eighted Euclidean distance 20,21 between 
unknown pattern X and 1 th reference vector R j (I) in 
j th class in which Xin(l) and bjn(l) are the mean and 
standard deviation of the features along nth coordi
nate in jth class and correspond to 1 th prototype. 

The fuzzifiers have the effect of altering the ambi
guity in a set and hence overall recognition score. 13 

-
1 

• 

The membership function is defined in such a way 
that it maps N-dimensional feature space into an 
m-dimensional membership space which is a unit 
hypercube and should satisfy the following condi
tions: 

(i) fLj(X) -+ 0 as d (X, Rj) -+ <X) 

(ii) !J'j(X) -+ I as d (X, R J) -+ 0 

ann (iii) fLj (X) increases as d (X, R j ) decreases 
Therefore the membership function fLj{X) having 

positive value in the interval [0, I ] denotes the de
gree to which an event X may be a member of or be
long to jth class and classificatory decision rule 
would be as follows: 

decide: X c. Ck if fLk (X) > fLj(X)
 
j = k = 1, 2, ... m, j r!' k.
 

3.2. Iterative Algorithm for Parameter Estimation: 

The components of reference vector and weight 
vector for a class used in the decisional algorithm are 
respectively the mean and reciprocal of standard de
viation of the components of the feature vectors. The 
reciprocal of standard deviation is found to provide 
appropriate phase weights to patterns for their pro
per classification. 13-16, .. 

The basic idea of the recognition system is to draw 
unknown samples randomly one after another and 
build up their classes. The samples those are inserted 
to a given class modify the centres and relative weights 
on the axes of the classes. The iterative procedure 
adopted here is therefore the "centre - variance ad
justment algorithm" in which the weighted Euclidean 
distance used in membership function reflects an 
ellipsoidal shape of each cluster. 

If xn(t) and '0'n(t) represent the mean and variance 
of a class along nth co-ordinate axis, estimated by 
first t samples, we note 
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"o(t)= ~ ~Xj .. ' (2a) 
t i 

2 I , X )2
and (J nit) = t~ (Xi - n(ll 

I 

I ~Xi2 - X2n(t), i=l, 2, ... t 

ti 
I - 0 

TCO(I) - x·nit) ... (2b) 

whereC _~xi2,i=I,2, ... t
o(t)- , 

1 

Let another sample X(t+l) fall in this class. Then 
mean and variance are adjusted as follows: 

_ t _ I 
(3a)

xn(t+l) = t+1 xn(t) + t+1 \t+l) 

(3b)C n(t+1) = Cn(r) + x\t+I) 

o I C - 2 ... (3c)
(j' n(t+1) = t+T n(t+1) - x n«+1) 

All these equations (3) provide us with an iterative 
algorithm for estimation of the mean and variance 
vectors, given successive samples. 

3,3. Algorithm for Self-supervised Learning Scheme 

In the self-supervised adaptive learning scheme a 
"guard zone" is used to serve the role of a supervisor 
in providing correct labels to the samples and also 
to postpone classification of doubtful samples (lying 
outside the guard zon~s) so as to ensure minimisation 
of the effect of wrong classification on the initial 
parameters of the algorithm. The "decision para
meter of the supervisor" (DPS) on which the guard 
zone is based on is defined with respect to jth 
class as 

(DPS)j=~(Xn-Xit1)2 ... (4a) 
n (jljl1 

where (j/jt1 = (jjll/A
n = 1,2, '" N 

and A- (a positive constant) is termed as "zone
controlling parameter" which controls the dimen
sion of the guard zone in N-dimensional vector 
space Ox' 

After having the knowledge of DPS - values for all 
the classes, the supervisor accepts the decision made 
by the classifier that X ~ C k only if, " 

(DPS)k ~ 1 ... (5) 
Otberwi. the decision is declared to be wrong and 
no other alteration of the mean and variance vectors 
of the kth class is made for that input sample, It is 
to be noted bere that, these decision parameters 
would lead to ellipsoidal sbape of the guard zones, 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESU'LTS 
; , 

" ThJ~ distribution of the. ,samples utteJed" by three 
speakers in F\ :- F. plane of the V?ct?t spac,e is sket

ched in Fig. 2, where the boundaries among the 
vowel classes are seen to be ill-defined. The position 
of the mean vectors alongwith the standard deviation 
of the vowel classes are shown in Fig. 3 in three
dimentional feature space. The length of the arrows 
represents the magnitude of the respective standard 
deviations in the same scale. Table I shows the 
components of the prototype vectors and the corres
ponding standard deviations selected as initial para
meters of the recognition system. 
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Distribution of Tclugu Vowels in FI - F. Plane
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Location of the Mean Vectors with Standard Deviations of
 

Vowels
 

Fig. 4 shows the flow chart for the recognition 
scheme where tbe method consisted of nonadaptive, 
supervised and nonsupervised recognition of vowel 
sounds. The nonadaptive scheme with fixed mean 
and weighted vectors is presented to demonstrate the 
efficiency of system adaptation to the new input 
patterns. Block diagram of the supervisor using 
self-supervised learning schemes based on guard zones 
is explained in fig. 5. 

With the defined set of representative vectors as 
shown iJ1' Tab'le t;the system sta rteq'" t:o -'recdgnise
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TABLE I 

Initial Values of Mean and Standard Deviation Vectors 

Mean 
Vowel -------------

F1 F. F3 

Hz Hz Hz 

a 650 1535 2396 
a: 715 1180 2362 
i 280 2100 2795 
1: 300 2220 2732 
u 340 1050 2437 
u: 320 865 2532 
e 530 2150 2591 
e: 550 1965 2725 
0 500 1065 2561 
0: 525 965 2570 

Fig. 4 

A Flow Chart for Recognition System 

unknown utterances of all the three speakers taken 
in a random sequence from the sample space Ox. 
Though for vowels /1/, /U/, IE/and/O/the longer and 
shorter varieties are pooled together, they were given 
individual reference vectors and weight vectors 
computed over the respective set of training samples. 
Thus in the present experiment, m=6 N=3, h=1 
for/J/andia:/and h=2 for/I/,/U/,/E/and/OI. Comput
ing membership values with respect to all the classes 
an input utterance is assigned to kth (k = 1, 2, ... 6) 
class associated with maximum fL - value. 

Standard Deviation 

F1 F. F3 

Hz Hz Hz 

86 214 154 
79 74 192 
50 83 130 
40 LOS 187 
47 108 203 
33 72 112 
65 130 160 
73 397 175 
73 101 218 
40 51 227 

COMPUTE 

s 

Fig. 5 

Block Diagram of Supervisor for Self·supervised Learning 
Algorithm 

Fig. 6 illustrates the variation of recognition score 
with successive input patterns for different values of 
,,", the zone controlling parameter, where the nHe of 
correct classification after every 100 input samples 
was noted and plotted. As "" increases, the dimen
sion of the guard zones decreases and the correspond
ing DPS - values increase. Therefore, the chances of 
correct samples correcting the representative vectors 
decrease. As a result of this, the system perfor
mance approaches the nonadaptive recognition case. 
With the decrease in the value of ,,", the zone boun
daries on the other hand increase making reduction 
in the DPS - values. The system then behaves more 
akin to nonsupervised recognition algorithm where 
the chances of wrong samples vitiating the represen
tative vectors increase. 

The results obtained using self-supervised learning 
algorithms are compared in fig. 7 with~ tpose o.btained 
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with nonadaptive and fully-supervised learning algo TABLE II 
ri thms. In fully-supervised learning, the decision of Mean Square Distance from the Fully-supervised 
the classifier is verified by an external supervisor and 

Performance Curve for different Values of f..class parameters are altered only if the classification 
j~ found to be correct. Otherwise no alterations of }..Z	 2 4 6 8 
the representative and weight vectors are made. 

Mean Square
r------.---.-- --.	 12.0 11.33 7.58 11.69 15.0Distance 

Sl.'P{f1'JIS£D 

t8 .	 >.,: 1
 
1''' /T_e_._ .;.: 

-.c.- .. - >._ K
l	 

5· CONCLUSIONS .,	 ;':'l.,f:r 

A self-supervised learning algorithm from the 
standpoint of fuzzy set theoretic concepts is presented 
and implemented to Telugu vo\\el sound recognition 
using first three formant frequencies and single 
pattern training procedure. System performance for 
different guard zones selected around the initial 
representative vectors is studied. With the shrinkage 
of the zone boundaries, the system behaves like a 
nonadaptive recognition system whereas the nonsup
ervised performance is approached by relaxing the'T . . . boundaries. Optimum results are obtaind when the 
semiaxes of the guard zones defined for the classes 

'"' ~_l__----;- _ ____;_-___;!-~--!_-~!-
2	 .--'---'1	 :. 9 correspond to one half the standard deviations along 

',iT{P NIJ"oIe{Q the respective co-ordinate axes. The confusion in 
machine perf-ormance is seen. to be restricted only toFig. 6 
neighbouring classes constituting a vowel traingle.System Performance Curve for Different Values of f.. 
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